VETERAN TEAM IS NEXT KENNY FOE

Rochester Eleven Will Put Seasoned Line in Game Next Saturday

Good Chance is Predicted for Rochester in Eastern Invasion

The Rochester Schedule

The Rochester team that Kenny foresees will face today at Rochester is undoubtedly the best team that the Purple has on its remaining schedule.

Rochester is under the tutelage of a new master this year, Dick Larkee, who replaced Burt Davis, who had been the steward of the Purple for a few years ago, Larkee has the opportunity to make a big circuit, but according to word received from friends of Larkee, his point of interest is likely to be kept against Kenny last year.

Although Rochester has one of its most experienced teams this year, many new faces last fall, Newman, a sophomore, being one of the excel lent chance of making the vista at a guard position. Two other sophomore have made good is not too old. They are Dolby and artisans who are in the reserve backfield, but likely to break into the Kenny games. A former Central student, Anderson, also has a chance to dislodge a regular in the backfield.

All this sounds very good for Rochester. However, Rochester is going to need every break it can possibly get to escape defeat before the football curtain is run down on the 1927 season. The first game, that with Oberlin, should give Kenny followers a good idea as to the chances of the Purple to come out victorious. On his follow Saturday Kenny in isn't. The game with the Purple is followed by contests with Antelope, Hamilton, Robert, Oberlin, and Connecti cut Wesleyan. All these contests will schedule all the way through and definitely give a chance to all of these one of these games. It is hoped that the Purple will be the first one to hit a reverse.

The following is Rochester's (Continued on page 4, Col. 1).

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING
Debaters Will Meet Ohio College Teams

Intercollegiate Debating is Revisited for First Time Since 1927

DR. BLACK IS COACH

Revival of inter-collegiate debating at Kent State during the current year has been undertaken by Dr. John W. Black, new speech pro fessor here, who will coach the team. The last attempt at this form of debate was made in 1917, by Ralph C. Rieswiler, '94, but owing to his ill health, the attempt was dismissed before the end of the year.

Kenny hopes to debate in both the Ohio Debate League, including nearly every Cleveland college, and the Northern Ohio Debate League, composed of the following colleges—Wooster, Oberlin, Ohio Western, Western Reserve, and Allegheny.

Dr. Black has recently been in Ohio Wesleyan and Wooster and reports that both colleges are too busy for Kenny's entrance into the league. He says: "I feel these contests are not particularly interested in participation with Kenny in the debates.

Electives of officers for the debate club will take place Wednesday evening, October 5, at seven o'clock in the Nu Pi Kappa hall. All new interested in debate are requested to attend this meeting. Membership in the club is open to the white college for there will be a freshman squad as well as a college squad.

"Once change in the method of debate, from the one Dr. Black, will be the advent of more in-depth debating in the league. Each college will be in line with the views held by the Ohio League. This system we will build several open debates before more subtle arguments. The larger team will include from twelve to fourteen debaters, and our success is governed.

(Continued on page 4, Col. 1)


ATHLETIC

REYNOLD THE FOX

Stop me if you’ve heard this one, but there’s a lot of truth to the old joke in the press room of the “Gambierian” that there are more things to break when one of the spots come in to breaches and annulances. “Gambier’s”、“Athletic’s” and “Sus” News are paying many more than the Fox would have to a few years ago. The difference is not a bit more severe than that of the financial loss which is imposed upon the Fox by the finality sales. The only real way to go about this problem, if you are going to do the right thing for the College, is to subject all to all means to discourage it.

CAST KENYON SHIELD FOR SWIMMING

The Assistant Dean and the directors of the swimming, chemistry, and physics departments have been trying Investigative meetings to devise a plan for the coming season. Last week, under the direction of Mr. George Shaffer, the members of the Swimming Club, located at the Ward Gresham, made a cast of the swimming pool in the Gymnasium, and put the casts into the forms of the pool. The project of the pool of the college on the plain of the English students is to fill the pool completely without the help of the diving, behind the pool, opposite the spectacles. The pool of the swim in the new pool will be protected for the above reason.

The pool of Mr. Henry Bean, which is the pool for the CMU, will be on the west side of the pool.

To be held and the price of the lawn chairs will be

KSU STUDY FLING

Air School Reports Increased Enrollment for Fall

With all of the ships over the water, in conditions of the Kenyon School of Aeronautics, under the direction of Mr. Greaves, is making great strides in its second year of existence. At the time of the last report, students of Mr. Greaves, is starting from scratch, with twenty-five ground school students and four flight students left from last year. Two of last year’s flight students, Leonard and Walsh, are going to become second class airmen, leaving the flying branch at the Greaves’ and Naval Reserve Base, Nihl

ASKS TIDY CAMPUS

President Requests Council To Abate Rubbish, Broken Pails

Dr. Peters met the Student Council at a dinner in the Student room of the YMCA on September 11

The meeting was a success, and the members of the council will all receive a letter to the students in their classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

The following topics were discussed:

1. A request from the Student Council for the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

2. A request from the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

3. A request from the Student Council for the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

4. A request from the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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9. A request from the Student Council for the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

10. A request from the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

11. A request from the Student Council for the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

12. A request from the President to make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

2. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

3. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

4. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

5. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

6. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

7. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

8. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

9. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

10. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

11. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

12. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

2. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

3. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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10. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

11. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

12. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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4. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

5. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

6. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

7. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

8. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

9. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

10. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

11. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

12. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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3. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

4. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

5. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

6. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

7. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

8. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

9. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

10. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

11. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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The President made the following suggestions:

1. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

2. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

3. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.

4. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
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12. To make a statement to the students in his classes to inform them of the undesirable situation.
NEW! CAMEL CARAVAN

WALTER O'KEEFE
MASTERFUL MASTER OF CEREMONIES—SINGING COMEDIAN—STAR OF LAUGH-COMPELLING DRAMA—WALTER IS MORE FUN THAN EVER ON THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN.

DEANNE JANIS
YOUNG—BEAUTIFUL—EXCITING—THE NEW SINGING SENSATION OF THE AIR. ROMANTIC MELODY IS HER CONTRIBUTION TO THIS NEW ALL-STAR CAMEL CARAVAN.

TED HUSING
HER'S RADIO'S FAMOUS SPORTS COMMENTATOR. WITH THE INSIDE DOPE ON THE BIG SPORTS EVENTS. FOLLOW HIS REVIEWS AND PREDICTIONS ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN.

GLEN GRAY AND THE CASA LOMA BAND
BACK AGAIN—WITH THE HIT TUNES OF THE DAY. CATCHY RHYTHMS! ORIGINAL ORCHESTRATIONS! THESE COLLEGIATE FAVORITES TURFING THRILLING MUSIC FOR THE CAMEL CARAVAN.

NOW BROADCASTING!
BEGINNING TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1ST AND EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
9:00 P.M. EASTERN TIME | 9:30 P.M. MOUNTAIN TIME
8:00 P.M. CENTRAL TIME | 8:30 P.M. PACIFIC TIME
OVER COAST-TO-COAST WABC—COLUMBIA NETWORK

and remember THAT CAMELS, WHICH OFFER THIS ALL-STAR PROGRAM FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT, ARE MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—TURKISH AND DOMESTIC—THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.

Copyright 1936, N. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

‘GET A LIFT WITH A CAMEL!’

N. L. and M. L. Win Football Opener

(Continued from page 1) Pet U's were forced to give up the ball on West Wing's 40. Olin then attempted a pass to Sundridge, but it was intercepted by Allen, who carried the ball to the 54. Time called again for the迪克, who seemed broken down under the strain. Turner then opened up a series of passes for North Leonard but did not gain much yardage, and North Leonard gave up the ball on West Wing's 29. Olin punted to the North Leonard 24, and Turner began a passing attack that ended disastrously when Albert, of West Wing, caught a pass and ran over the North Leonard goal for six points. There was no more scoring in the first half.

A punting duel occupied most of the third quarter. In the fourth quarter, Snyder, who had entered the game at the half for Pet U's, started things going with an eight-yard run, and then threw two passes of each for a first down. Time called for W. W. Eventually the ball came to West Wing on their own 10. At this point Olin tried a pass to Sundridge, but Allen intercepted and took the ball to the Decker eight for a first down. After two incomplete passes by Turner, Snyder ran around right end for the first touchdown. Turner then passed to Allen for the extra point. The final score was 7-0.

Lineup: West Wing: North Leonard Lyle, r.e.; Mays, I.; Miller, r.e.; Wyant, 1.; Alberts, e.; Griffith, L.t.; Long, e.; Mays, t.; Mays, r.e.; Sundridge, 1.; Turner, 1.; Snyder, e.; Olin, t.; Veigh, r.; Olin, 1.; Smith, r.e.; Allen, t.; Sundridge, 1.; Snyder, e.; Veigh, 1.; Smith, t.; Smith, r.e.; Fick Substitutions: N. L., Snyder for Fick; Fick for Munro.

Penalties—W. W. 20 yards; N. L. 5 yards.

Middle Leonard 37, North Hanna, 6

With a delaysing attack of spectacular passing and wide, skirting end runs Middle Leonard last Friday walked off the playing field with the scalp of nine North Hanna touch football players hanging at its trophy bell. Running up a漂亮ed score of 37 to 6 appeared to be an effort at all for the Doll's, for not once were the Zeta Alphas able to work the ball into a scoring territory.

Led by Ed McVeigh, Middle Leonard's first touchdown was scored on a short pass to McVeigh. McVeigh's attempt to drop-kick the extra point failed. After a thirty-five yard gain made by a sleeper pass to Barber, McVeigh was again able to score on another short pass over the goal. The third touchdown came just at the end of the first half, when after another sleeper play, this time the pass to Stenfield, a one-central pass over center to Longman was completed. McVeigh scored the extra point on an end run.

At the beginning of the second half, "Touchdown" Smith scored twice in rapid succession, both times on wide runs around right end. After the second of these touchdowns, an attempted pass over the goal to Veigh was complet ed to score the extra point.

Middle Leonard's first touchdown was scored on a short pass to McVeigh. McVeigh’s attempt to drop-kick the extra point failed. After a thirty-five yard gain made by a sleeper pass to Barber, McVeigh was again able to score on another short pass over the goal. The third touchdown came just at the end of the first half, when after another sleeper play, this time the pass to Stenfield, a one-central pass over center to Longman was completed. McVeigh scored the extra point on an end run.

At the beginning of the second half, "Touchdown" Smith scored twice in rapid succession, both times on wide runs around right end. After the second of these touchdowns, an attempted pass over the goal to Veigh was completed to score the extra point.
GINN HELPS VAN SWERINGEN DEAL

Although the headlines did not mention the fact, Frank H. Ginn, Jr., played an important part in the financial proceedings of Tuesday, October 2, by which the Van Sweringen brothers of Cleveland regained control of their vast railroad empire. It was the Midamerica Corporation, in the organization of which Mr. Ginn was a prime mover that purchased the vital 21 percent interest in Alleghany Corporation which brought with it control over their trunk lines. The secrecy in question had been held as continental by a holding syndicate which a few weeks ago announced the intention of liquidating the account and taking its loan. Those Mid-America is allied with the Van Sweringens, what the invasion really amounted to was a repurchase of their own collateral by the Van Sweringens. It was of great importance to Cleveland that control remain with the Van Sweringens; if some outside group had put up the money it would have meant removal of railroad offices staff from Cleveland with consequent hardship to many families.

Mr. Ginn is a large holder of stock in many Cleveland corporations and has been four important corporate reorganizations there in the past fifteen years in which he has not had a part. He is also a member of the board of trustees and has been a signal spring officer of the Cleveland String Quartet. In Peirce Hall are madepossible films. Peirce Hall is the joint gift of Mr. Ginn and William Nelson Coxeil of Cleveland with consequent hardship to many families.

Bill Parkins, '21, and Jim Alexander, '21, who are working with the Finance company in Cleveland, visited Gambier in the latter part of September.

Veteran Team Is Next Kenyon Foe

(Continued from page 3) improbable starting lineup:

Left End—May.
Left Tackle—Onoratine.
Left Guard—Newman.
Center—Lefler.
Right Guard—Jenner.
Right Tackle—Fish.
Right End—Gigler.
Quarterback—Babcock.
Left Halfback—Stanhope.
Right Halfback—McCutley.
Fullback—Norton.

Debaters Will Meet

Ohio College Teams

(Continued from page 2) entirely by the amount of student interest and support generated.

The question for the Northern Ohio Debate League will be chosen on October 26. The question chosen by the Ohio Debate League is "Resolved that the Supreme Court be deprived of power to declare acts of Congress unconstitutional."

EASY WAY TO WAKE UP IN THE MORNING

RISING SUN A THROWS BEAM THROUGH MAGNIFYING GLASS B WHICH LIGHTS FUSE SETTING OFF CANNON C WHICH BLOWS HUNGRY PARROT D ON TO PEACH. PARROT EATS CRACKER AND SEPARATING ROPE RELEASING WEIGHT F ON FOOT OF BED G WHICH CAPTIVATES STUDENT INTO PANTS H R.S. ON CLOUDY MORNINGS SIT UP THE NIGHT BEFORE

THE DOWDS-RUDIN CO.

"For Collegian Clothes of Quality"

ARROW SHIRTS

ARROW SHORTS AND TRUNKS

INTERWOVEN SOCKS

Every Accessory for Smart

Men's Wear

G. JAMMARON

CLEANING PRESSING

Repairing

Phone 15

Gambier, O.

HECKLER'S

MT. VERNON METROPOLITAN

DRUG STORE

FENTON'S

Cleaners and Furriers

Serves and Satiates

4 East Vine St. Phone 453-J

Kenyon College Coffee Shop

OWNED AND OPERATED BY KENYON COLLEGE FOR KENYON MEN

A Full Line of Sandwiches Cigars — Cigarettes — Tobacco and Candy

BASEMENT PEARCE HALL

NOW ON DISPLAY

All Body Types and Models of 1934 Chevrolet

Harriss Motor Sales

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Knox County's Most Complete One-Stop Service Station

Tires Batteries Brakes Lubrication Washing Ignition Service

Gas and Oil

Barton & Davy, Inc.

Next to Post Office

Mt. Vernon, O.

Phone 1280

R. V. HEADINGTON

SUPER SERVICE STATION

LUBRICATION SERVICE

TIRE REPAIRING

Goodrich Tires and Tubes

Linco Batteries

Linco Tires and Tubes

HARRY A. BLUE

A. A. A. GARAGE SERVICE

Towing Service, Day or Night

Specialized Motor and Carburetor Service

115 S. Mulberry St.

Pasturized Milk

Ice Cream

Creamery Butter

Selected Eggs

Dressed Poultry

JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Plant Phones 24 and 35

Poultry House Phone T.

LAUNDRY

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER PROMPTLY

BILLS SENT HOME AT YOUR REQUEST

Bob Mueller, South Leonard

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

SHARPS' FLOWER STORE

Phone 895

200 S. Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.